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STRATEGY OF SPATIAL UNIT APARTMENT

Internship report of PT Waskita Karya Realty, in Tangerang Selatan. This internship report is made so that intern can collect information and knowledge from doing internship and as means to develop self-creativity and self capability of intern in real work field. Also to hone skills in arranging an informative report systematically. Intern chose PT Waskita Karya Realty because Intern want to know the work in building supervision division by owner and to see the rewards they achieved in short time. During the internship in PT Waskita Karya Realty that is located in BSD, intern worked under guidance and control of Architecture Technical Staff. Intern was placed to control the drawings in PT Waskita Karya Realty office. In this internship, intern had a chance to participate and involve to do bedroom apartment design alternative.
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